Thermal conductivity of carbon-based nanomaterials: Deep understanding of the structural effects
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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The thermal conductivity of carbon-based nanomaterials (e.g., carbon nanotubes, graphene, graphene aerogels, and carbon fibers) is a physical property of great scientific and engineering importance. Thermal conductivity tailoring via structure engineering is widely conducted to meet the requirement of different applications. Traditionally, the thermal conductivity–temperature relation is used to analyze the structural effect but this relation is extremely affected by effect of temperature-dependence of specific heat. In this paper, detailed review and discussions are provided on the thermal reffusivity theory to analyze the structural effects on thermal conductivity. For the first time, the thermal reffusivity-temperature trend in fact uncovers very strong structural degrading with reduced temperature for various carbon-based nanomaterials. The residual thermal reffusivity at the 0 K limit can be used to directly calculate the structure thermal domain (STD) size, a size like that determined by x-ray diffraction, but reflects phonon scattering. For amorphous carbon materials or nanomaterials that could not induce sufficient x-ray scattering, the STD size probably provides the only available physical domain size for structure analysis. Different from many isotropic and anisotropic materials, carbon-based materials (e.g., graphite, graphene, and graphene paper) have Van der Waals bonds in the c-axis direction and covalent bonds in the a-axis direction. This results in two different kinds of phonons whose specific heat, phonon velocity, and mean free path are completely different. A physical model is proposed to introduce the anisotropic specific heat and temperature concept, and to interpret the extremely long phonon mean free path despite the very low thermal conductivity in the c-axis direction. This model also can be applied to other similar anisotropic materials that feature Van der Waals and covalent bonds in different directions.

\textbf{1. Introduction}

Due to the intriguing properties of graphene and carbon nanotube (CNT), such as high electrical [1,2] and thermal conductivities [3], large specific surface areas, and high mechanical strength to weight ratios [4], graphite, graphene and CNT based nanomaterials, including carbon-based foams, aerogels, fibers, bundles, and mats, form a class of extremely promising materials for broad applications. Potential applications in electronics, thermal management [5], thermal electrical materials [6], photo-thermal conversion [7], and sensors [8–10] etc. have been widely reported. Also graphite and carbon-based composite materials have been widely applied in nuclear power plants for enhanced radiation tolerance and wonderful thermal conductivity [11,12]. Among these exceptional properties, the thermal conductivity is a critical property that determines the thermal response of materials or devices to thermal loading. Various carbon-based materials, ranging from one-dimensional carbon nanotubes and fibers, two-dimensional films, to three-dimensional carbon composites (such as graphene foams, graphene aerogels, and graphene arrays) have been extensively studied for applications in thermal interface materials [13–16]. In addition, biomaterials such as chitosan and nanocellulose have recently emerged as promising candidates in thermal management [17,18]. Understanding the underlying physics responsible for the thermal conductivity of carbon-based nanomaterials is of significant importance for both fundamental study and applications.

Thermal conductivities as high as 1600–4000 W/m·K have been reported for single-layered graphene [19,20] and 2000–3500 W/m·K for single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) [21–23], far exceeding that of copper or gold. Nevertheless, when composited into bulk materials with nanostructures, like foams, aerogels, bundles, mats, or...
fibers, the thermal conductivity is significantly hindered by several factors. First, the structural defects and impurities are inevitably brought into the structure during large scale production, which provide significant scattering sites for phonons. Defects including Stone–Wales defect, vacancies, functionalized groups, and charged impurities, etc., are difficult to interpret in detail. Research on the defects effect on thermal transport is vibrant in recent years. Second, among the basic units for forming these composite materials, weak interactions mainly including Van der Waals force and hydrogen bonds are responsible for the interconnection. This leads to very high thermal contact resistance at interfaces, which results in significant thermal conductivity reduction by several orders of magnitude. For graphene or CNTs based foams, bundles and fibers, the thermal conductivities were reported to be in a range of 15–79 W/m·K at room temperature [24–28]. For graphene aerogels with an ultralow density, the thermal conductivity can even be as low as 15 mW/m·K in air [29] and 4.7–5.9 mW/m·K in vacuum [30], which are very promising as advanced thermal insulating materials. Under thermal expansion/ shrinkage or mechanical strain, the energy transport mechanisms can be more complicated.

Furthermore, graphite, multi-walled CNTs, and multi-layered graphene have strong anisotropic structure. Covalent bonding exists in the in-plane direction, which facilitates fast phonon propagation; while along the out-of-plane direction, only the weak Van der Waals force is responsible for the inter-layer bonding. The energy coupling between interlayer carbon atoms through the Van der Waals force is much weaker than that through covalent bonding [31,32]. This results in strong anisotropic electrical and thermal transport properties. For graphite, the thermal conductivity in the out-of-plane direction has been reported to be only 5.7–6.8 W/m·K [33,34], which is two to three orders of magnitude lower than that of the in-plane direction. In anisotropic carbon-based nanostructures, the energy transport becomes more complicated than isotropic materials or anisotropic materials but with the similar chemical bonds. This structural complexity significantly hinders scientific understanding and engineering control of energy transport in carbon-based nanostructured materials.

To achieve accurate characterization of the thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity of carbon materials, advanced thermal characterization techniques with unique capability have been developed for specific carbon geometry or nanostructures. For carbon nanostructures in fiber or film morphology, the transient electrothermal (TET) technique was developed by our group for one-dimensional thermal characterization of thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat [35]. For carbon nanostructures of extremely high/small electrical resistance, the TET technique is difficult to use. The transient photothermo-electro-thermal (TPET) technique can be used instead [36]. To measure fibers with very short thermal relaxation time, the pulsed laser thermal relaxation (PLTR) technique was developed for such purpose [37]. For highly anisotropic carbon nanostructures, both the in-plane and out-of-plane thermal diffusivity can be characterized by using PLTRI technique [38]. To characterize the thermal conductivity of 2D materials including suspended or supported graphene, the micro-Raman technique has been widely employed. Both time-domain differential Raman (TD-Raman) [39,40] and frequency-resolved Raman (FR-Raman) techniques [41] have unique advantages to measure the thermal diffusivity of 2D materials in a nonintrusive way. By using the recently developed energy transport state (five states in total)-resolved Raman (ET-Raman) [42–44], the thermal conductivity, the interface thermal resistance with substrate, and hot carrier diffusion coefficient/mobility can be determined simultaneously with sound accuracy. Details of the thermal characterization techniques developed by our group for carbon nanostructures have been reviewed in our previous work [45].

Challenges in developing carbon-based thermal interface materials include reducing the overall thermal resistance, improving the electrical insulation ability, lowering the cost for large-scale fabrication, as well as ensuring the endurance and reliability for practical applications [13–16]. Our goal of this review is to provide a deep insight into the physics of energy transport in carbon-based nano-materials, rather than to provide a comprehensive review of the past work on structural effects on energy transport in these nanomaterials. The physical models reviewed in this work provide an in-depth understanding of thermal transport mechanisms in carbon nanostructures, which are essential to stimulate future research in overcoming the limitations which remain in structure design, fabrication, and thermal resistance reduction for highly efficient thermal interface materials. The content of paper is divided into four sections. First, the temperature effect on energy transport is introduced, which is mainly influenced by phonon population or structural change. Second, the effect of structure improvement on enhancing energy transport is reviewed. Third, the energy transport along the Van der Waals bond direction is discussed based on an anisotropic specific heat and temperature model. Finally, we discuss the energy transport sustained by combined Van der Waals force and covalent bonds.

2. Temperature effect on energy transport: phonon population and structural change

Temperature has significant effects on the energy transport in carbon-based nanomaterials. For most carbon-based nanomaterials, phonons are the main heat carriers. The electrons’ contribution to thermal conductivity is insignificant based on the Wiedemann-Franz law. A phonon is a quantum mechanical description of lattice vibrational motion [46]. From kinetic theory of gases, the thermal conductivity \( k \) resulted from phonon propagation is \( k = C v \Lambda /3 \) for isotropic materials, where \( C \) is the heat capacity per unit volume, \( v \) is the average velocity of phonons, and \( \Lambda \) is the mean free path of phonons. During phonon propagation, phonons could encounter scattering from not only phonons, but also from the scattering centers in the structure, such as impurities, lattice defects, and grain boundaries, etc. Historically, researchers have analyzed the phonon scattering mechanisms from the \( k-T \) profiles [47,48]. Fig. 1(a) shows the measured thermal conductivity of three pyrolytic graphite materials [33,49,50]. The peak of \( k-T \) profiles divides temperature into two regimes. At high temperature above the peak-\( k \) temperature, \( \Lambda \) is mainly limited by the phonon-phonon scattering. Nevertheless, at low temperatures below the peak-\( k \) temperature, the structure-induced scattering is the dominant limit and the \( \Lambda \) value becomes a constant at sufficiently low temperatures, which is determined by the microstructure of the material. Thus, at low temperatures, the \( k-T \) profiles usually vary as \( C-T \) profiles. However, the temperature dependent behavior of heat capacity \( C \) is very complex, which is also closely related to the microstructure of carbon materials. Furthermore, experimentally measuring the heat capacity of carbon nanostructures at low temperatures is very challenging. This makes it difficult to directly evaluate the phonon scattering mechanisms based on \( k-T \) profiles.

In recent years, Wang’s group has developed a theory of thermal reffusivity to directly analyze the phonon scattering intensity [51,52]. The ‘thermal reffusivity’ of semiconductors and nonconductors, whose main heat carriers are phonons, was first defined in Xu et al.’s work as [53]:

\[
\theta = 1/\alpha,
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the thermal diffusivity. Combining with the kinetic theory of gases for thermal conductivity, the thermal reffusivity can be expressed as \( \theta = 3/(\nu \Lambda) \), where \( \nu \) and \( \Lambda \) are the velocity and mean free path of phonons. According to Matthiessen’s rule, the contribution from different scattering mechanisms can be linearly summed up to obtain the total scattering intensity. Therefore, the thermal reffusivity can be further expressed by phonon relaxation time as:

\[
\theta = \frac{3}{\nu^2} \left( \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{phonon}}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{\text{structure}}} \right)
\]

(2)
Here $\tau_{\text{phonon}}$ is the phonon relaxation time from Umklapp phonon-phonon scattering (U-scattering), and $\tau_{\text{structure}}$ is the phonon relaxation time from structure-induced scattering, which includes the scattering from lattice defects, chemical impurities, and grain boundaries, etc. The minimum energy for phonons to participate in the U-scattering process needs to be in the order of $k_B T/2$, in which $k_B$ is the Boltzmann’s constant and $\Theta$ is the Debye temperature. As a result, the phonon population participating in U-scattering follows a temperature ($T$) dependent behavior of $\exp(-T/\Theta)$ (the constant can vary from 2 to 2.5) according to the Boltzmann factor [54]. In the temperature range much lower than $\Theta$, the $\tau_{\text{phonon}}^{-1}$ value also presents a temperature dependence as $\sim \exp(-T/\Theta)$.

On the other hand, $\tau_{\text{structure}}$ has a weak temperature dependence. For carbon-based materials, the phonon velocity can be assumed to be independent of temperature. Then $\Theta$ is expressed as:

$$\Theta = \Theta_0 + C \times e^{-\Theta/T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Eq. (3) is the thermal reffusivity model for semi-conductors and insulators. It is clear from this equation that the $\Theta$ value of a material is expected to decrease as temperature goes down and approach a constant $\Theta_0$ at the 0 K limit. $\Theta_0$ is the residual thermal reffusivity, which directly reflects the structure-induced phonon scattering intensity. The $\Theta_0$ value is determined by the defect level (structure domain size) of the material. In addition, the trend of $\Theta$-$T$ curves is related to the Debye temperature $\Theta$, which is the highest temperature of a crystal that can be achieved by single normal vibration. It is a useful proxy for crystal rigidity, which is related to the strength of inner structural connectivity [55]. By fitting the experimental data with the thermal reffusivity model in Eq. (3), the value of $\Theta_0$ and $\Theta$ can be extracted. The structure-induced phonon scattering intensity can be decoupled from the phonon population effect.

Fig. 1(b) shows the experimentally measured thermal reffusivity of graphite (calculated from the data of literatures) at low temperatures. As temperature decreases, $\Theta$ of the three pyrolytic graphite materials goes down, and finally reaches constant values. This $\Theta$-$T$ behavior is consistent with that predicted by the thermal reffusivity model introduced above. As shown in Fig. 1, the experimentally measured data can be fitted with good accuracy by the thermal reffusivity model expressed in Eq. (3). As temperature approaches the 0 K limit, the thermal reffusivity of the three pyrolytic graphite materials goes to constant values. From the three thermal reffusivity data from Hoover et al. [49], the $\Theta_0$ values were determined to be 43.3, 84.7 and 112.1 s/m² respectively. Their $\Theta_0$ value at room temperature were 795.4 s/m², 881.8 s/m² and 800.0 s/m² respectively. As a result, $\Theta_0$ takes 5%, 9.6% and 14% of the $\Theta$ at room temperature. This indicates that the defect density in those pyrolytic graphite samples is very low. Furthermore, the Debye temperature was obtained by fitting the experimental data based on the thermal reffusivity model in Eq. (3). $\Theta$ was determined to be 1349 K (Ho et al [49]), 1381 K (Hoover et al.) and 1133 K (Slack et al [33]), respectively, which are very close to the Debye temperature of ZA mode (1120 K). This reflects the dominant role of the ZA mode phonons in heat conduction in those pyrolytic graphite samples [51]. Similar behavior has also been observed in graphene foams grown by the chemical vapor deposition method [51], carbon nanocoils [56], and high purity graphene films [57], etc.

With the development and application of carbon-based materials, novel carbon materials have been designed and fabricated in recent years, such as graphene foam, graphene aerogel, carbon fibers, and graphene fibers, etc. However, some of these carbon materials show $\Theta$-$T$ behaviors very different from what the thermal reffusivity model predicts. The reason is the dominant effect of structure defects-induced phonon scattering in the structure, which shows weak temperature dependence. Liu et al. studied the structure and thermal properties of lignin-based carbon micro-fibers (CF), which was produced by melt-spinning of pyrolytic lignin derived from red oak. Fig. 2(a) shows the experimentally measured thermal reffusivity against temperature. The thermal reffusivity only shows small decrease as temperature goes down from 300 K to around 125 K. In the temperature range of 125–10 K, the thermal reffusivity just fluctuates with a maximum/minimum ratio of only 1.43, indicating that phonons are dominantly scattered by structure defects in this temperature range [58]. This indicates very strong defects-induced phonon scattering in CF.

For carbon materials prepared by self-assembling methods, such as graphene aerogels, graphene fibers, and graphene films, the inner connection among the nanostructures are not through covalent bond. Instead, weak Van Der Waals force is responsible for the interconnection among the nanostructures in these materials. As a result, the nano-interfaces among the nanostructures provide large amount of scattering sites for phonons during propagation. When temperature reduces, the thermal reffusivity of these materials just fluctuates or even goes up, rather than going down. This reflects the strong contact degrading at low temperatures. By analyzing the $\Theta$-$T$ trend the evolution of the interconnection and interfaces-induced phonon scattering can be attained. This cannot be discovered by simply analyzing thermal conductivity versus temperature data, where the specific heat effect overshadows the interfaces effect, and the thermal conductivity will go to zero when temperature goes to 0 K.

Fig. 2(b) and (c) show the experimentally measured thermal reffusivity of graphene aerogels (GA) synthesized by chemical reduction of graphene oxide solution [30] and partly reduced graphene oxide (PRGO) films synthesized by vacuum-assisted filtration [57], respectively. The $\Theta$-$T$ curve shows an increasing behavior as temperature goes down. The negative temperature coefficient of $\Theta$ indicates that the structure-induced scattering intensity in these materials increases at low temperatures. In GA and PRGO films, the partly reduced graphene
oxide flakes are the basic building units, which are assembled together mainly through the weak Van der Waals force. At low temperatures, the interconnection among nanostructures in these materials is deteriorated due to thermal expansion or shrinkage of the nanostructures. As a result, the interfaces provide stronger scattering intensity for phonons, which causes $\Theta$ to rise with the reduced temperature. These results uncover significant thermal contact resistance among neighboring nanostructures and interface-mediated thermal transport in GA and PRGO films.

Fig. 2(d) presents the $\Theta$-$T$ data of graphene foam fabricated by chemical vapor deposition [51]. Graphene foam has a continuous nanostructure, where the graphene flakes are seamlessly inter-connected. From 295–50 K, the $\Theta$-$T$ curve shows a decreasing trend as temperature goes down, which indicates the dominant role of U-scattering in this temperature range. However, at very low temperatures (below 50 K), a small rise of $\Theta$ can be observed. This indicates structure degrading, which makes the thermal reffusivity goes up at very low temperatures. Note such structure degrading or breakdown is impossible to observe in thermal conductivity-temperature curves.

It should be noted that the different thermal reffusivity-temperature trends are resulted from the different defect densities and atomic bond strength in the materials, which cannot be simply determined by the dimension of carbon nanomaterials. For the same type of nanomaterial, the defect level can vary if they are prepared by different methods. As a result, their thermal reffusivity-temperature curves can deviate significantly. Thus it is difficult to directly categorize the applicability of thermal reffusivity models. However, by using the $\Theta$-$T$ curves, we can identify the defect level and have a better understanding of the structure bond strength in carbon nanomaterials. We summarize the thermal reffusivity-temperature trends and the corresponding structure features of carbon nanomaterials in Table 1.

3. Energy transport improvement by structural improvement: the ultimate factor

The ultra-high intrinsic thermal conductivity of graphene and carbon nanotubes makes carbon-based materials promising candidates for thermal management. Bulk carbon materials have been developed to meet the requirements of application, such as graphene films, carbon nanotube arrays, and carbon fibers, etc. However, large-scale fabrication always yield carbon-based materials with contaminants and lattice defects, which significantly affect their thermal and electrical conductivity. To boost the energy transport ability, methods including thermal annealing, mechanical processing, chemical reduction, and laser processing, etc. have been proposed to improve the thermal conductivity of carbon-based materials. Mechanical stretching also has been reported for thermal conductivity enhancement of carbon nanotube fibers, which is resulted from the better alignment and improvement of thermal contact between carbon nanotubes [59]. Chemical reduction has also been widely used for its significant effect in reduction of oxygen-containing functional groups and improvement of bonding strength [60]. In addition, our recent work reveals the mechanisms of photoreduction: immediate and fast photochemical removal of oxygen functional groups, followed by laser heating that facilitates thermal rearrangement of GO sheets towards better graphitization [61].

By studying the $\Theta$-$T$ curves, it can help give good insights into the complex mechanisms associated with the energy transport improvement, which cannot be attained by simply studying the $K$-$T$ curves. On the one hand, the residual value of thermal reffusivity at 0 K limit ($\Theta_0$) can be used to study the structure domain size, which is determined by the mean free path of acoustic phonons at 0 K limit ($\Lambda$) according to the following equation:
The thermal reffusivity-temperature trends and the corresponding structure features.

Table 1
The thermal reffusivity-temperature trends and the corresponding structure features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure features</th>
<th>Θ-T trend</th>
<th>Typical carbon materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most crystalline carbon</td>
<td>Θ decreases as temperature reduces and approaches a constant value θ₀</td>
<td>Graphite, carbon nanotube, CVD grown graphene foam, high purity graphene film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High defects density</td>
<td>Θ shows a weak temperature dependence</td>
<td>Carbon fibers, graphene oxide films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak inner structural</td>
<td>Θ increases slightly as temperature goes down</td>
<td>Graphene aerogel, partly reduced graphene oxide films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connectivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \Lambda = \frac{3}{\theta_0 \nu} \]  

where \( \Lambda \) is the phonon mean free path caused by phonon scattering at grain boundaries and defects. The \( \Lambda \) size is a measure of structure defects, which is comparable to the real crystallite size. It is not precisely the same as that measured from x-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy. The XRD spectroscopy provides information about the crystallite size in a specified direction; while the \( \Lambda \) size is a result from the phonon scattering effect from all the lattice directions. For materials whose crystallite sizes are difficult to obtain by XRD, such as amorphous materials (polymers and organic materials), materials with very large crystallite sizes, or nanomaterials having very small scattering cross-section, \( \Lambda \) provides an excellent alternative and complement for estimating the structure domain sizes.

Furthermore, the trend of the Θ-T curve is determined by the Debye temperature of the test-material. The Debye temperature \( \Theta \) is the temperature of a crystal’s highest normal mode of vibration, which is associated with the interatomic bonding force. If the interatomic bonding is improved, the corresponding \( \Theta \) is expected to become higher. Therefore, by studying the Θ-T curve, the structure domain sizes and interatomic bonding strength of materials can be analyzed, which provides a more advanced way to understanding the structure improvement. Therefore, from the analysis of Θ-T curves, if the \( \theta_0 \) value is reduced, it indicates that the structural defects are reduced and the structure domain sizes are increased. If the slope of Θ-T curves is higher (or lower), it indicates the strength of inner structural connectivity becomes stronger (or weaker) according to the thermal reffusivity model in Eq. (3).

The thermal reffusivity model has been used for characterizing the structural evolution of carbon fibers and graphene fibers during thermal annealing. Oxygen-containing functional groups in sp² carbon bonds can be removed by thermal annealing treatment, during which the graphitic grain growth is also promoted, leading to increase of the structure domain size and enhancement of thermal conductivity. Liu et al. studied the annealing effects on the thermal properties as well as micro-structures of lignin-based microscale carbon fibers [58]. Fig. 3(a) shows the measured thermal conductivity, which shows a 24~44\% increase at room temperature after thermal annealing. The θ-T curves are similar for both pre-annealed and post-annealed samples. However, from the k-T curves, very little knowledge can be obtained about how the structure improvement contributes to phonon transport. To have a better understanding of the underlying mechanism for the thermal conductivity enhancement, the Θ-T curves were studied. The Θ-T curves of the pre-annealed and post-annealed samples show parallel trend as temperature goes down (Fig. 3(b)), indicating that the effect of thermal annealing treatment on the Debye temperature is very weak. This demonstrates that the interatomic bonding force of lignin-based microscale carbon fibers was not significantly changed by thermal annealing. Instead, the \( \theta_0 \) value was significantly reduced after thermal annealing, which decreased from 7.13 \( \times 10^5 \) to 4.11 \( \times 10^5 \) s/m², and from 8.10 \( \times 10^5 \) to 6.31 \( \times 10^5 \) s/m², for the two samples, respectively. As a result, the effective phonon mean free paths of the two CF samples were found increased by 72% and 28%, respectively. From the analysis of Θ-T curves, it is evident that the thermal annealing improved the thermal transport by reducing the structural defects and increasing the structure domain sizes, rather than enhancing the interatomic bonding of lignin-based microscale carbon fibers.

The Θ-T curves of graphene microfibers were studied by Lin et al. in order to better understand the mechanism behind the improvement of thermal conductivity by thermal annealing [62]. Fig. 3(c) and (d) show the Θ-T curves of the two graphene microfibers. The experimental data was fitted based on the thermal reffusivity model in Eq. (3). It was found that the structure domain size was increased significantly by thermal annealing. Additionally, the Θ-T curves for pre-annealed and post-annealed samples also show very parallel trend, which indicates that the interatomic bonding was not significantly improved by thermal annealing.

4. Energy transport along the Van der Waals bond direction: anisotropic specific heat and temperature

As discussed above, for phonon transport along the in-plane direction (termed a-axis) of carbon-based structures, the thermal reffusivity can be taken as the inverse of the thermal diffusivity. However, this scenario will become completely different and more complicated for the phonon transport along the cross-plane direction, here termed c-axis. Fig. 4(a) shows the structure of graphene paper (GP) and that the heat conduction in the c-axis in fact is across the basal planes. This also holds true for graphite and other similar anisotropic materials, like MoS₂, WS₂, and so on. As shown in Fig. 4(b), within a basal plane, atoms are bonded together via covalent bonds, which sustained the in-plane thermal conductivity. The related phonons are termed ‘a-phonon’ here. However, the thermal transport along the c-axis is sustained by the Van der Waals bonds among atoms, which is much weaker than the in-plane covalent interaction. The pertaining atomic movements and interactions are related to the phonons termed ‘c-phonon’ here. As a result, the c-axis thermal conductivity is 2~3 orders of magnitude smaller than that of in-plane, as clearly shown in Fig. 5. For the thermal conductivity of a-phonons and c-phonons, at present no study has been reported yet on their relation. It is expected any defect level within the material will affect both thermal conductivities, but could be to different extent. This depends on how this defect is distributed in space: whether it is more like c-axis defect or a-axis defect. For instance, if the material has more small grains in the basal planes, the a-phonon thermal conductivity will be reduced significantly. These a-plane grains will have little effect on the c-axis atomic interaction, so the c-phonon thermal conductivity will be reduced insignificantly.

As the in-plane covalent bond atomic interactions are independent of the c-axis Van der Waals interactions, the a-phonon energy cannot be directly transported along the c-axis. The a-phonon energy has to be transferred to the c-phonons first, then is transported along the c-axis. This mechanism can be described using an anisotropic specific heat and temperature model as below:

\[ \frac{\partial C_a T_a}{\partial T} = k_a \left( \frac{\partial T_a}{\partial T} \right) - \tilde{G} (T_c - T_a) \]  

\[ \frac{\partial C_c T_c}{\partial T} = k_c \left( \frac{\partial T_c}{\partial T} \right) + \tilde{G} (T_c - T_a) \]  

Here, \( T_a \) and \( T_c \) are the temperatures of a-phonons and c-phonons, respectively. \( \tilde{G} \) is the energy coupling factor between them. \( C_a \) and \( C_c \) are the volumetric specific heat of a-phonons and c-phonons, respectively. In the above equations, the \( z \) coordinate is along the c-axis. \( T_a \) and \( T_c \) are the temperatures of a-phonons and c-phonons, respectively. \( \tilde{G} \) is the energy coupling factor between them. \( C_a \) and \( C_c \) are the volumetric specific heat of a-phonons and c-phonons, respectively. In the above equations, the \( z \) coordinate is along the c-axis. \( T_a \) and \( T_c \) are the temperatures of a-phonons and c-phonons, respectively. \( \tilde{G} \) is the energy coupling factor between them. \( C_a \) and \( C_c \) are the volumetric specific heat of a-phonons and c-phonons, respectively. In the above equations, the \( z \) coordinate is along the c-axis.
and $T_c$ are in equilibrium for most of the time, considering the very fast energy exchange among $C_a$ and $C_c$. However, it should be noted that they are separately involved in heat conduction in the a-axis and c-axis. So for sole heat conduction along the c-axis, there will be no temperature gradient in the a-axis direction ($x$ and $y$ coordinates). But even under such scenario, for very fast transient heat conduction, there will be thermal nonequilibrium between a-phonons and c-phonons, and the anisotropic temperature model has to be considered. Based on this physical model, the c-axis thermal reffusivity should be defined as 
$$\Theta = \frac{C_c}{c_c}$$
by using the volumetric specific heat of c-phonons instead of all the phonons. This is different from the inverse of the normal thermal diffusivity that uses the overall phonon specific heat. Although theoretically it is straightforward to determine the phonon dispersion relations for a-phonons and c-phonons, no work has been done for lignin-based microscale carbonfibers. (Reprinted from Ref. [58] with permission from Elsevier.)

Fig. 3. The comparison of thermal reffusivity against temperature before and after thermal annealing for understanding the structure improvement effect. (a) Thermal conductivity and (b) thermal reffusivity for the pre-annealed and post-annealed lignin-based microscale carbonfibers. (Reprinted from Ref. [58] with permission from Elsevier.) (c) and (d) The thermal reffusivity of two graphene microfibers before and after annealing. The red line is the fitting curve of the data before annealing, and the blue line is the fitting curve of the data after annealing. (Reprinted from Ref. [62] with permission from Elsevier.)
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Fig. 4. Schematic of energy transport along the Van der Waals bond direction in graphene paper. (a) The c-axis thermal transport across the graphene flakes in a graphene paper, (b) details of Van der Waals interactions among atoms in the c-axis direction. (Reprinted from Ref. [63] with permission from Elsevier.)

![Image of anisotropic thermal conductivity of graphene paper](image)

Fig. 5. The anisotropic thermal conductivity of graphene paper. (a) The c-axis thermal conductivity of graphene paper and graphite, (b) the a-axis thermal conductivity of graphene paper. (Reprinted from Ref. [63] with permission from Elsevier.)
done to distinguish their specific heats and temperatures. a-phonons in fact only transport along the a-axis direction and c-phonons only along the c-axis direction. So their velocities are also very different. Fig. 6 shows the dispersion relations for a-phonons and c-phonons, their specific heats and thermal diffusivity calculations [63].

As shown in Fig. 6(a), the c-phonons have much lower velocities than a-phonons. Also for c-phonons, the TO and LO' branches of optical phonons have low frequencies, meaning they can be excited well even at room temperature. This is quite different from a-phonons. Fig. 6(b) shows the density of state of phonon branches in graphite. The calculation results of the specific heat is show in Fig. 6(c). From Fig. 6(c) it is evident that \( C_c \) is much smaller than the overall phonon specific heat \( C_{total} \). At room temperature, the calculation shows \( C_{total} = 601 \) \( \text{J kg}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1} \) and \( C_c = 35.7 \) \( \text{J kg}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1} \). Note this estimation still carries some uncertainties since at low frequencies, both a-phonons and c-phonons are hard to distinguish for their contributions to specific heat. A more rigorous way is via molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, which could distinguish the specific heat rigorously. Fig. 6(d) shows the calculation results of thermal diffusivity along the c-axis direction based on the c-phonon heat capacity and the total heat capacity. The measured thermal diffusivity along the in-plane direction is also presented for comparison. It can be seen that compared with the strong anisotropy of thermal conductivity shown in Fig. 5, the thermal diffusivity shows much smaller anisotropy (one order of magnitude smaller).

Fig. 6. The dispersion relations, specific heats and thermal diffusivity calculations for a-phonons and c-phonons of graphite. (a) Dispersion relation for a-phonons and c-phonons, (b) density of state of phonons, (c) specific heat of all phonons (\( C_{total} \)) and \( C_c \), and (d) thermal diffusivity calculation based on different phonon specific heat consideration. (Reprinted from Ref. [63] with permission from Elsevier.).
The above anisotropic specific heat and temperature consideration becomes insignificant under slow heat conduction where the a-phonons and c-phonons quickly establish their thermal equilibrium with a characteristic time much smaller than the heat transfer characteristic time. However, for ultrafast heat conduction, e.g., when a material is under pico- or femto-second laser heating, this model needs to be considered rigorously.

Also when evaluating the structure thermal domain (STD) size in the c-axis direction, this model must be considered rigorously. Fig. 7 shows our past work on thermal reffusivity calculation in the a-axis and c-axis directions considering the anisotropic specific heats [63]. With such consideration and use of the c-phonon velocity, the STD size in the c-axis direction of graphene paper is found to be 234 nm. This size uncovers excellent structural order but is difficult to determine using XRD since it exceeds the machine’s limit. Also using the anisotropic specific heat theory, the phonon mean free path at room temperature is found to be 138 nm for defect-free GP. This is very close to that for graphite (146 nm) calculated by MD modeling. For graphite, based on the reported thermal conductivity, we calculated a mean free path of 165 nm based on the anisotropic specific heat model.

5. Energy transport sustained by combined Van der Waals and covalent bonds: coherency between phonon and electron conduction

As stated in the above section, the heat conduction in carbon-based materials in fact is sustained by two types of phonons: a-phonons and c-
phonons, which are facilitated by different atomic bonds, and feature different velocity, specific heat, phonon dispersion relation, and phonon mean free path. This very different heat conduction mechanism in fact strongly affects the heat conduction in structured carbon materials, regardless of the structure order. In carbon-based micro/nanoscale and structured materials, the electric conductivity is sustained by electron transport, and such electron transport has negligible contribution to energy transport compared with that by phonons. However, it has been very well documented that in so many carbon-based materials, like carbon nanocell, graphene, and carbon fibers, there is a linear relation between thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity [64–67]. Fig. 8 shows the excellent linear coherency between electrical and thermal conductivities of few-layered graphene on PMMA. This linear coherency holds true over a very large variation of the electrical and thermal conductivities, rather than simple linear approximation over a small change. The observed large thermal and electrical conductivity change with thickness [Fig. 8(a)] is attributed to the increased defect level in the sample when the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown thickness increases.

This intriguing phenomenon has been explained under the frame of phonon and electron scattering by defects. For instance, when the defect level is higher, both phonon and electron will experience stronger scattering, and their mean free path will be reduced, so as the thermal and electrical conductivities. For phonon transport, the defect level has negligible effect on the specific heat and phonon velocity, so it can be estimated as \( k \propto l_p \), here \( k \) and \( l_p \) are the thermal conductivity and phonon mean free path. However, for electrons, its electrical conductivity (\( \sigma_e \)) is related to both electron mean free path (\( l_e \)) and density (\( n_e \)) as \( \sigma_e = e^2/\hbar m_e = n_e e^2 l_e/(m_e v_F) \) where \( n_e, e, \tau, l_e, m_e, \) and \( v_F \) are the density, charge, relaxation time, mean free path, mass, and the Fermi velocity of electrons. Since carbon materials are semiconductive, its free electron density is not a constant. Instead, it is strongly affected by temperature and defect levels. Therefore when defect levels changes, \( n_e \) will also change. This, in fact complicates the theory based on coherent defect scattering of phonons and electrons.

The coherency between electrical and thermal conductivities, however, can be explained by the strongly anisotropic nature of electrical and thermal transport in carbon-based materials. As discussed above, the a-axis thermal conductivity of graphene and graphite materials is much higher than that of c-axis (2–3 orders of magnitude higher). This is also true for electrical conductivity. It has been discovered that graphite's a-axis electrical conductivity is much higher than that of the c-axis (\( \sim 10^4 \) times) [68]. Such almost insulative electrical and thermal conduction behavior in the c-axis direction will force electron and phonon transport to be always along the a-axis in carbon-based materials, regardless of the structure order. Therefore, the thermal and electrical conductivities of carbon-based structures can be expressed as

\[
k = \gamma k_d + (1 - \gamma) k_g, \quad \sigma = \sigma_d + (1 - \gamma) \sigma_g
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the volume fraction of defects. \( k_d, k_g \) are the thermal conductivity of defect and graphite-like structure, and \( \sigma_d, \sigma_g \) are the electrical conductivity of defect and graphite-like structure, respectively. The structure's a-axis electrical and thermal transport is sort of like following a link consisting of these structural grains. Fig. 9 summarizes the coherency between electrical conductivity and thermal diffusivity of many different micro/nanoscale structured carbon materials [66]. For each material, the volumetric specific heat is constant, so these figures indeed reflect the linear coherency between electrical and thermal conductivities.

6. Summary and outlooks

In this combined review and perspective, we outlined the theories and treatment about the structural effects on the phonon transport in carbon-based nanoscale and nanostructured materials. In contrast to the traditional way of using the thermal conductivity-temperature curve to analyze the structural effects, the thermal refusivity-temperature relation provides more advanced analysis and in-depth physics. The slope/trend and residual thermal refusivity all reflect different aspects of structural effects. For a normal material whose structure not affected by temperature, its thermal refusivity will go down with decreased temperature. However, for many nanostructured carbon materials, like graphene aerogel, carbon fiber, and graphene oxide films, the thermal refusivity shows an increasing trend versus reduced temperature, uncovering strong structural degrading. Such physics is almost impossible to discover from the thermal conductivity-temperature analysis. The residual thermal refusivity directly reflects the structure thermal domain size, which can be used to quantitatively assess the structural quality of carbon-based nanomaterials.

For the c-axis thermal transport, Van der Waals phonons sustains the heat conduction, and they have a specific heat different from that of in-plane phonons (a-phonons). The anisotropic specific heat and temperature model is critical for carbon-like materials whose anisotropic structure features both Van der Waals and covalent bonds. This is especially true and important for ultrafast energy transport and structure thermal domain size analysis. The thermal and electrical conductivities in the a-axis of carbon-based materials is a few orders of magnitude higher than those along the c-axis. Such ultra-anisotropy determines that in carbon structured materials, the phonon and electron transport is forced to be along the a-axis and cannot be simply interpreted using the isotropic diffusion model. This physics can be used to explain the strong linear coherency between electrical and thermal conductivities of carbon-based structured materials. Also this strong anisotropy should be strictly considered when modeling the thermal conductivity of many carbon-based materials (e.g. those used in nuclear reactors) that are made of many small graphite grains with randomly oriented c-axis. Although various models have been developed in the past to correlate the thermal conductivity of composite materials with the structure and intrinsic thermal conductivity of the constituents [69], extremely strong thermal conductivity anisotropy has not been considered. This is also even critical for just pure carbon materials. So future work in this direction is urgently needed and will have profound and long-term impact. For the anisotropic temperature model, one good way is to use MD modeling to study the energy coupling, anisotropic specific heat, and thermal conductivity while experimental work is more challenging. Carbon-based nanomaterials in fact represent a very complicated category of structured materials. Its thermal conductivity, structural effects and temperature effects should be investigated with the extremely strong anisotropy in mind. The thermal refusivity physical model provides a more advanced way to analyze the structural and temperature effects. This is also true for other materials’ energy transport, either by phonons or electrons.
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